Two general parallel incomplete factorization strategies are investigated. The techniques may be interpreted as generalized domain decomposition methods. In contrast to classical domain decomposition methods, adjacent subdomains exchange data during the construction of the incomplete factorization matrix, as well as during each local forward elimination and each local backward elimination involved in the application of the preconditioner. Local re-numberings of nodes are combined with suitable global ll-in strategy in a successful attempt to overcome the well-known trade-o between high parallelism locality and fast convergence globality. From an algebraic viewpoint, our techniques may be implemented as global re-numbering strategies. Theoretical spectral analysis is provided, which displays that the convergence rate weakly depends on the number of subdomains. Numerical results performed on a 16-processor SGI Origin 2000 are reported, showing the e ciency of our parallel preconditionings.
3
In the present paper, we i n vestigate two parallel incomplete factorization strategies in which adjacent subdomains implicitly pseudo-overlap each other. In doing so, we obtain a simple generalization of the so-called vdv four-processor orderings 44, 14 . The new techniques combine local re-numberings of nodes with properly chosen ll level, possibly with a dropping test to exclude inappropriate connections. Our ordering can be interpreted as a generalization of a reverse variant of an ordering discussed in 18 . The rather poor performance observed in 18 accounts for the fact that, for the ordering proposed there, all the gridpoints on the interfaces between subdomains are incompatible nodes. The ordering strategy, i n troduced in 34 , combines both above-mentioned orderings nonreverse and reverse in a sophisticated way that results in an implicit minimization of the remainder matrix norm, provided that the grid is well structured and the ll level is set to zero. In contrast to 18 and 34 , we include high ll levels. Without this, incomplete factorizations cannot compete with the additive-Schwarz domain decomposition methods, see, e.g., 18, Section 6 , 39 or 28, 29 . Our techniques, which could be interpreted as generalizations of domain decomposition methods, may also be implemented as global re-numbering strategies. Adjacent subdomains have t o e x c hange data during the construction of the incomplete factorization matrix, as well as during each f o r w ard elimination and each b a c kward elimination involved in the application of the preconditioner. This di erentiates our techniques from classical additive Schwarz and Schur complement based domain decomposition methods, where both local forward and backward substitutions apply without any communication between adjacent subdomains. We establish theoretical relations between the spectral condition number and the number of subdomains. For a given matrix A preconditioned by some parallel incomplete factorization matrix B, w e obtain upper spectral condition number bound of the form: B ,1 A h ,2 + p + h ,1 + , p; 1.1 where h stands for the mesh size parameter, p denotes the number of subdomains, , , , and denote some parameters independent of both h and p. This clearly displays that the convergence rate of our parallel ILU is weakly dependent o n t h e n umber of subdomains. Our exposition is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some terminology and notation. Section 3 contains the main algorithm tools: the preconditioned conjugate gradient PCG, and a general version of standard incomplete factorization. In Section 4, we describe our two parallelization approaches. Spectral analysis is carried out in Section 5. This results in insight in the convergence to be expected for our parallel orderings. Results of numerical experiments, for two-dimensional problems on a 16-processor SGI Origin 2000, are reported in Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Terminology and notation

Stieltjes matrices
A real square matrix A is called a Stieltjes matrix or equivalently, a symmetric M-matrix i f it is symmetric positive de nite and none of its o diagonal entries is positive 4 0 , 6 .
Connected gridpoints
Two gridpoints i and j are connected with respect to the graph of A, i f a i;j 6 = 0 o r a j;i 6 = 0 . 
Preliminaries
Our approach is more easily explained if there is some underlying grid. In order to make t h e method more understandable, and for analysis purposes, we consider the self-adjoint second order two-dimensional elliptic boundary value problem:
, u x x , u y y = fx; y in = 0 ; 1 0; 1
where n is the outer normal to the boundary @ of . , denotes a nonempty portion of @ . The coe cients and are positive, bounded and piecewise constant. The PDE 3.1 is discretized over a uniform rectangular grid of mesh size h in both directions with the ve-point box integration scheme 32, 4 0 . We use the lexicographical ordering in the x; y-plane to number the unknowns. The resulting system matrix A is a nonsingular block-tridiagonal, irreducibly diagonally dominant, Stieltjes matrix. The preconditioned conjugate gradient PCG method, which is given in Fig. 1 We consider only interfaces that coincide with the grid. In nite element terminology: each small square of the rectangular grid is assimilated to a nite element. The global matrix is partitioned into submatrices as in classical domain decomposition methods with minimal overlap 39 : interfaces between subdomains are made up of points and lines for 2D PDE matrices; points, lines, and planes for 3D PDE matrices. We further assume that the user wants to perform the discretization in parallel too, and that he has a complete freedom on how to decompose the physical domain into a number of subdomains, for instance by means of some automatic graph partitioning algorithm applied to the graph of nite elements the dual graph 13, 2 7 .
Subdividing the gridpoints into classes
In each subdomain, the local unknowns are re-numbered class by class, consecutively, as follows: During the construction of the preconditioning matrix, and at each f o r w ard elimination, the computation and the exchange of data is performed, class by class, as follows:
1. compute class 1 gridpoints; 2. exchange data for class 2 gridpoints updates; compute class 2 gridpoints; 3. exchange data for class 3 gridpoints updates; compute class 3 gridpoints; 4. exchange data for class 4 gridpoints updates; etc : : :
The ordering of computation and communication has to be reversed at each backward substitution. Steps that involve an empty class are assumed to be skipped. At gridpoints that are shared by two or more subdomains, each involved subdomain must hold the same value up to round-o errors at the end of the incomplete factorization process, and during the preconditioning steps. To this end, connections between gridpoints of the same class, but that belong to two di erent i n terfaces, should be avoided. It may happen that the connection to be dropped corresponds to some entry a i;j of the original system matrix. In such a situation, the dropped value may be added to the diagonal entries a i;i and a j;j . This technique, which i s known as diagonal compensation 1 , preserves the rowsum of the system matrix. In the case of the relaxed variants of IC introduced in 2 , all the dropped values, possibly weighted, will be automatically added to the diagonal entries.
Figs. 3 and 4 show t wo examples where the physical domain is partitioned into 18 stripes and 24 subdomains, respectively.
De nition 1. A standard IC` combined with the above parallelization strategy will be referred t o a s P a r I C . domain decomposition techniques. Numerical evidence may be found in 28, 29 . Moreover, our parallelization method described above may also be implemented as a purely algebraic global re-numbering strategy. This requires the following steps.
1. The graph of the global matrix is partitioned into submatrices by means of some algorithm which computes a vertex separator, s a y a n y preferably small set of vertices whose removal splits the remaining vertices in half or more approximately equal parts see, e.g., 13, 1 4 , 2 7 . 2. All the vertices outside the vertex separator interior vertices are renumbered rst.
Then follow the separator vertices, that are classi ed and numbered in increasing order according to the number of subdomains they are adjacent t o . 3. Any connection between two separator vertices that are adjacent to a same number of subdomains is cancelled whenever the vertices involved have not the same list of adjacent subdomains. 4.2. Subdividing the gridpoints into classes and subclasses The approach described in Section 4.1 is quite general. It may be used to handle any unstructured nite element or nite volume grid. A way to attempt to improve the performance consists of avoiding to drop as many l o w l e v el ll-in entries as possible during the incomplete factorization process. This could be achieved by distinguishing between gridpoints of the same class. In the case of the partitioning described in Fig. 4 , one may collect class 2 gridpoints into two subclasses according to whether a gridpoint belongs to a vertical class 2a or a horizontal class 2b interface see Fig. 5 . It is evident that splitting classes into subclasses is easy only for well-structured partitionings. Remark: The lower bound 5.6 holds for any ll level. The parameters h;i are not easy to compute. We shall use h;i = 0, which in general gives rise to accurate estimates see, e.g., 4
for i = 1, and 25, Section 5 for i n. In order to give more speci c spectral bounds, we shall make use of asymptotic results limit matrix analysis, as in 41, 4 2 , 8 , 1 6 , 4 6 . For simplicity, our study will be restricted to the case of ll level zero, applied to the PDE 3.1 with = = 1, a n d , = @ . We will further assume that the number of subdomains p is even.
Stripes or 1 p p artitionings
We will compute the limit value of the diagonal entries p i;i of P by means of the rules given Here, M is the set of all gridpoints i such that i is the last numbered gridpoint of an interface lines 27 33 in Fig. 3 Note that for these bounds, we h a ve ignored the initial convergence behavior of the p i;i . This has only a small e ect on the eventual results see 46 .
2 m-partitionings
There is no di erence between ParIC0 and ParIC*0. The computations are similar to the partitioning by stripes. The letter m denotes the number of subdomains along the y-direction. contrast to the case of p = 1, the above-mentioned gridpoints are connected to more than two gridpoints with smaller number, which together with the rules given in Fig. 2 , explains the decrease of p i;i , and hence also the increase of kh; p.
It is worthwhile to stress that, for 2m-partitionings, where class 4 gridpoints are connected with 4 gridpoints, the actual largest eigenvalues also slightly increases when the total number of subdomains extends 4 see Table I in Section 6. For p = 2 ; 4, the involved orderings are equivalent to the lexicographical one 14 , whereas for p 4, incompatible nodes appear.
For the partitioning by stripes, only the 12-ordering is equivalent to the lexicographical one. The appearance of incompatible nodes seems to mostly in uence the smallest eigenvalues. k(h,p) More general PDEs may be handled by adapting our argument, as in 22, Section 5 or 25, Section 5 for perturbed MIC type preconditioners. Upper spectral bound, which extends 22, Theorem 4.3 to higher ll levels, has been obtained in 21, Theorem 3.5 . This bound only involves the entries of the original system matrix, and the ones computed during the incomplete factorization process. It should be noticed that e; R e w ould decrease as the ll level increases. Lemma 2 then suggests that the smallest eigenvalues of B ,1 A will very likely increase.
Numerical Results
The computations have been carried out, in double precision Fortran, on a 16-processor SGI Origin 2000 195 MHz, using the MPI library for interprocessor nonblocking communications. The PCG was executed with the zero vector as initial approximation, and the relative residual error kr i k 2 = kr 0 k 2 10 ,6 as convergence criterion. To a void computing the residual norm kr i k 2 at each iteration, the test was performed only when the preconditioned residual i see Fig. 1 To assess the quality of the bounds obtained in Section 5 we g i v e i n Table I the 18.00
All our theoretical bounds, in particular the estimates for the smallest eigenvalue, are in general accurate. They display that, for constant or smoothly variable PDE coe cients, the rate of convergence weakly depends on the number of subdomains p. This explains the high speed-up observed. This is also borne out from numerical experiments performed in 28, 29 , even for some PDEs with strong jumps in the coe cients. Observe that the upper spectral bounds 5.11 and 5.17, which are independent of both the mesh size parameter h and the number of subdomains p, re ect the behavior of the actual largest eigenvalues. It should be emphasized that, for very di cult problems, the convergence rate of level zero incomplete factorization type preconditionings would degrade as the number of subdomains increases see, e.g., 11, 1 8 , 2 4 , 3 4 . To resolve this inconvenience, it is mandatory to accept su cient many l l e n tries induced by the parallelization renumbering strategy 28, 2 9 .
To compare ParIC` a n d P arIC*`, we t a k e`= 4 ; 8. We also consider the following more di cult boundary value problem. In Tables II and III , we g i v e the extremal eigenvalues, the spectral condition number, the PCG iteration counts, the overall computation time, and the parallel speed-up. For Problem 2, where min B ,1 A is strongly isolated from the rest of the spectrum, we include the second smallest eigenvalue 2 = 2 B ,1 A a s w ell, and the e ective spectral condition number We make the following observations. 1. As in the case of level zero incomplete factorization preconditionings see Table I , the performance depends weakly on the number of subdomains. This is remarkable, because it is achieved without the addition of any coarse-grid correction 35 . 2. A high ll level here`= 8 is not necessary to achieve better performance, for ParIC and ParIC*. However, note that the linear system is solved only once, so that the gain in the iteration counts is o set by the increase of the incomplete factorization costs. Very illconditioned systems may require higher ll level, and or more elaborated partitionings, for instance, 4 4-partitionings instead of 2 8-partitionings.
3. The speed-up observed is high for both preconditioners. ParIC* is not signi cantly more e cient than ParIC, as one would expect from the fact that ParIC* keeps more low level ll entries. The cancellation of some ll entries does not dramatically degrade the convergence. The rather small gain in the number of iterations, observed with ParIC*, is amortized by the increase of the synchronization phases.
Conclusions
We h a ve i n vestigated two general approaches for the parallelization of incomplete factorization type preconditionings. The gridpoints are collected into classes, or classes and subclasses, according to the number of subdomains to which they belong. The computation and communication then proceed class by class, and subclass by subclass, if any. Analytical spectral bounds, which agree very well with the actual eigenvalues of the preconditioned systems, have been derived. They show that, for PDEs with constant or smoothly variable coe cients, the convergence rate only weakly depends on the number of subdomains. This also holds for some PDEs with strong discontinuities in the variation of the coe cients; and, by ample 
